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Murder in the Vatican 2008
murder in the vatican is two books in one book the revolutionary life of john paul the only existing biography of the 33 day
pope and the cia opus dei and the 1978 murders why two books in one book unless one understands the mystery of his life
something the vatican prefers to keep secret the secret life of john paul one will never understand the mystery of his
unwitnessed death this book is in its fourth edition in that time i have changed little of what i have said about this good man
s life other than to expand my account in this new edition to include stories of his childhood and his young life as a
seminarian and as a priest yet the mystery of his death and the deaths of those around him has involved an investigative
process that has taken me to italy and elsewhere in the world many times and spanned many years i knew much more five
years ago than i knew five years before that and i knew much more two years ago than i knew five years before that and i
know much more today than i did then here for the first time is the proof how john paul and those around him fell victim to
twentieth century capitalism as it was jointly embraced by the vatican and the united states beware of the used book market
2003 2005 and 2006 editions do not include the complete biography or the solution to the murders only this 404 page 2008
edition includes both compete books

The Vatican Murders: The Life and Death of John Paul I 2013-12
a monumental work of twentieth century capitalism as it was jointly embraced by the vatican and the united states and
those caught up in it top shelf cia vatican intrigue t francis elliott the times some claim the vatican bank had to do with his
murder others claim his threat to change doctrine that unfairly penalizes the lives of innocent people drove curial cardinals
in the clandestine deed others claim the threat he was to the capitalistic tenets upon which the united states was founded
rallied the cia to action others whisper his sexual orientation led to his demise the vatican murders reveals how each of
these possibilities played a role in the murder of the youngest pope to die in four hundred years when elected based on the
few bits which had reached outside italy he was tabbed a moderate with an open mind to change doctrine in those cases it
places unfair restraints on the lives of innocent people like the time he ordered his priests to melt down their golden chalices
and other implements of idol worship to build an orphanage to the times he had been caught baptizing born out of wedlock
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children to the times he had been caught officiating at funerals of the remarried to the times he ordered hospitals to admit
partners of homosexuals into intensive care units to the time he defended their right to parent children to the times he had
been caught giving the eucharist to communists to the times he defied the ban on contraception to his courageous defense
of the first artificially inseminated child just a month before his election to the time as a pope he declared god is the father
more so the mother on the afternoon of march 13 1978 fourteen men sat around a table in a sidewalk café in a mountain
village in northern italy in casual clothes they went unnoticed though one was the reigning pontiff and another the leader of
the russian orthodox church included were italian cardinals and statesmen who had been behind the rise of the communist
party in italy the others were cardinals of impoverished parts of the world together they comprised the leadership of the
marxist movement in the western world they left at four o clock and aldo moro reserved the table for this time next year on
march 13 1979 cardinals benelli and felici decided not to travel to vittorio veneto that day after all all the others were dead
they too unaware of their impending doom were as good as dead true life true crime

Oscar Wilde and the Vatican Murders 2012-05-08
authors oscar wilde and arthur conan doyle team up to find a determined killer whose victims are tied to the inner workings
of the roman catholic church

The Vatican Exposed 2009-09-25
over 50 billion dollars in securities gold reserves that exceed those of industrialized nations real estate holdings that equal
the total area of many countries opulent palaces containing the world s greatest art treasures these are some of the riches
of the roman catholic church yet in 1929 the vatican was destitute pope pius xi living in a damaged leaky pigeon infested
lateran palace could hear rats scurrying through the walls and he worried about how he would pay for even basic repairs to
unclog the overburdened sewer lines and update the antiquated heating system how did the church manage in less than
seventy five years such an incredible reversal of fortune the story here told by church historian paul l williams is intriguing
shocking and outrageous the turnaround began on february 11 1929 with the signing of the lateran treaty between the
vatican and fascist leader benito mussolini through this deal mussolini gained the support of the staunchly catholic italian
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populace who at the time followed the lead of the church in return the church received among other benefits a payment of
90 million sovereign status for the vatican tax free property rights and guaranteed salaries for all priests throughout the
country from the italian government with the stroke of a pen the pope had solved the vatican s budgetary woes practically
overnight yet he also put a great religious institution in league with some of the darkest forces of the 20th century based on
his years of experience as a consultant for the fbi williams produces explosive and never before published evidence of the
church s morally questionable financial dealings with sinister organizations over seven decades through today he examines
the means by which the vatican accrued enormous wealth during the great depression by investing in mussolini s
government the connection between nazi gold and the vatican bank the vast range of church holdings in the postwar boom
period paul vi s appointment of mafia chieftain michele sindona as the vatican banker a billion dollar counterfeit stock fraud
uncovered by interpol and the fbi the ambrosiano affair called the greatest financial scandal of the 20th century by the new
york times the mysterious death of john paul i profits from an international drug ring operating out of gdansk poland and
revelations about current dealings for both catholics and non catholics this troubling expose of corruption in one of the most
revered religious institutions in the world will serve as an urgent call for reform

Murder Almighty 2005-09-26
a vibrant pope dies unexpectedly immediately centuries old sacred rituals unfold in rome to memorialize and replace the
supreme pontiff princes of the church cardinals in their crimson robes converge on the vatican from around the world but
this papal election will be like none before zealous lay advocates distraught with the tragic downward spiral of the church
are dedicated to radical change as high ranking cardinals clash in rome over ideology and personalities a deadly conspiracy
unfolds inside and outside the election conclave when a group of american reporters in the vatican finds evidence of a
conspiracy to fix the papal election they become targets for the same ruthless assassins systematically removing all
obstacles to their chosen papal successor but who is this chosen heir to st peter is he complicit in this conspiracy and who
are the powerful lay advocates responsible is their motivation ideological or more sinister the reporters soon discover much
more than they bargained for high ranking clergy have their own dangerous secrets and supernatural forces appear to be at
work filled with bold religious personalities murder almighty delivers thought provoking confrontations colorful italian
settings a perilous journey filled with behind the scenes insight to an age old secret process and a startling climax
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City of Secrets 2009-10-13
on the night of monday may 4 1998 in vatican territory the bodies of the commander of the swiss guard his wife and a young
lance corporal were found in the barracks of the picturesque force entrusted with protecting the pope it was the worst
bloodbath to take place in more than a century in the heart of the supreme authority of the world s one billion catholics four
hours later the vatican announced that the lance corporal twenty three year old cédric tornay had shot the couple then
committed suicide in a fit of madness brought on by frustration with the unit s discipline a conclusion it reaffirmed after a
nine month internal inquiry but as john follain s hard hitting exposé shows the official report was a travesty a tissue of
suppositions contradictions and omissions based on an exhaustive three year investigation city of secrets reveals how the
vatican the oldest and most secretive autocracy in the world staged an elaborate plot to obstruct justice and hide the
scandals it dared not confess

Oscar Wilde and the Vatican Murders 2013
in 1892 an exhausted arthur conan doyle retires to the spa at bad homburg with a portmanteau of fan mail but his rest cure
does not go as planned the first person he encounters is oscar wilde and when the two friends make a series of macabre
discoveries amongst the letters including an entire severed hand the game is once more afoot the trail leads to rome to the
vatican and to a case that involves miracles as well as murder

Murder in the Vatican 2020-08-31
the second vatican council meeting in the eternal city of rome is about to open the windows of the ancient church while that
fresh air is about to fi ll the world with hope along the banks of the tiber river a shocking attack is taking place it is one which
will bring light to a plot set shortly aft er the end of world war ii rocking italy to its foundation th e attack is being witnessed
by two seminarians who are council assistants from the apostolic college so begins a new mystery for ron de cenza and bob
wentz to solve only this time the duo is expanded not only to include that fake southern belle whose heart belongs to one of
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them but also ron s sister who has come to rome for her college studies

Murder in the Vatican 2010
a monumental work of twentieth century capitalism as it was jointly embraced by the vatican and the united states and
those caught up in it top shelf cia vatican intrigue t francis elliott london times driven by paul vi s edicts populorum
progressio and liberation theology there were two fronts on which the cia was confronted by communism as a democratic
society italy and central america if italy fell to communism all of europe would surely follow if central america fell to
communism all of latin america would surely follow it was in these parts of the world communism was raising its head as the
will of the people that was so dangerous to the united states and its capitalistic allies henry kissinger sounded the alarm
domination by moscow is not the issue communist control of italy and central america is the issue it would have terrible
consequences for the united states and it is the number one threat to its national security on the afternoon of march 13
1978 fifteen men sat around a table in a sidewalk cafeacute in a remote mountain village in northern italy in casual clothes
they went unnoticed though one was the reigning pontiff and another aldo moro and the others ranking cardinals of poverty
stricken countries who comprised the leadership of the marxist movement in the church and the western world they left at
four o clock aldo reserved the table for this time next year on march 13 1979 cardinals benelli and felici decided not to travel
to vittorio veneto that day after all all the others were dead they themselves unaware of their impending doom were too as
good as dead one beautiful life explodes into a trail of death and destruction in the roman catholic church howard jason
smith boston globe

City of Secrets 2003-01-07
on the heels of one of the greatest public scandals to rock the catholic church comes an explosive exposé of murder and
corruption in the highest reaches of the vatican the oldest and most secretive autocracy in the world on the night of monday
may 4 1998 in vatican territory the bodies of the commander of the swiss guard his wife and a young lance corporal were
found in the barracks of the picturesque force historically entrusted with protecting the pope it was the worst bloodbath to
take place in more than a century in the heart of the supreme authority of the world s one billion roman catholics four hours
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later the vatican announced that the lance corporal twenty three year old cédric tornay had shot the couple then committed
suicide in a fit of madness brought on by frutstration with the unit s discipline a conclusion it reaffirmed after a nine month
internal inquiry but as john follain s hard hitting exposé shows the official report was a travesty a tissue of suppositions
contradictions and omissions based on an exhaustive three year investigation the first independent attempt to establish the
truth city of secrets reveals how the vatican the oldest and most secretive autocracy in the world staged an elaborate plot to
obstruct justice and hide the scandals it dares not confess echoing the pace and plotting of a highstakes thriller follain s true
life tale of intrigue moves from the guards barracks and the pope s palace in vatican city to paris berlin and the swiss alps
and features a fascinating cast an old suffering john paul ii his chief bodyguard formerly accused of spying for the soviet bloc
a mysterious priest punished by the vatican and the powerful opus dei sect timely and explosive city of secrets is the story
of a still unsolved crime committed on holy territory and of a systematic attempt to hide the fatal failings of a security force
charged with protecting one of the world s most influential leaders

Murder in the Vatican 2010
follow the great detective as he investigates three baffling cases at the espress desire of his holiness the pope back cover

Murder by the Grace of God 2012
did his struggle for basic human rights and dignity for born out of wedlock children the handicapped women the remarried
homosexuals and the poor cost him his life

Oscar Wilde and the Vatican Murders 2012-05-08
oscar wilde makes a triumphant return to sleuthing in the fifth novel in the critically acclaimed historical murder mystery
series based on real events featuring wilde as the detective aided by his friend arthur conan doyle and written by a premier
british biographer oscar wilde and the vatican murders opens in 1892 as an exhausted arthur conan doyle retires to a spa in
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germany with a suitcase full of fan mail but his rest cure does not go as planned the first person he encounters is oscar wilde
and the two friends make a series of macabre discoveries among the letters a finger a lock of hair and finally an entire
severed hand the trail leads the intrepid duo to rome and to a case that involves miracles as well as murder pope pius ix has
just died these are uncertain times in the eternal city to uncover the mystery and discover why the creator of sherlock
holmes has been summoned in this way wilde and conan doyle must penetrate the innermost circle of the catholic church
and expose the deadly secrets of the six men closest to the pope in gyles brandreth s captivating and richly atmospheric
novel wilde s skills as a detective are put to the test in his most compelling case yet

The Vatican Rip 2013
i always think that a genuine friend is like a genuine antique you d go a long way to find one and you d do anything to stop
one getting broken when an italian gentleman made me an offer i couldn t refuse stopping my friends from getting broken
meant stealing a very valuable antique somebody else has got my antique and i want it back was how he put it who has it i
asked without a flicker of a smile he replied the pope if you think of the vatican as a big church where the pope lives then
think again it is a complete walled city with its own shops its own bank and its own armed security in the shape of the
ridiculously costumed swiss guards look a bit daft don t they but they re well trained and well armed young men well if
stealing antiques from the pope was easy everybody would be doing it wouldn t they

A Dark History 2011
deviance and murder in the vatican puzzled the detective stone harrison as does the connection of some prelates to the
mafia isis and a fascist revolution in italy

Murder in the Vatican 2016-03-11
what the vatican doesn t want you to know the lies the conspiracies the cover ups the truth deep behind the walls of the
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world s holiest site is a dense network of lies corruption and conspiracies fueling the vatican s vast and unchecked influence
on world events from the holy orders that defied the commandment thou shalt not kill to the scandals splashed across
international headlines the vatican is no longer shrouded in mystery legend and secrecy it s all here the shocking and
unsolved murder of the corrupt vatican financier known as god s banker real life exorcism and shocking rumors of satanism
the vatican s startling views on extraterrestrials and end of world prophesies the vatican s hidden ties to nazi germany and
the mafia the bizarre rituals of the ultraconservative opus dei the vatican s ruthless 500 year war with the freemasons pope
pius xii s anti semitic indifference to the plight of europe s jews and the holocaust and much more this utterly fascinating
unflinching account is the most definitive exposé ever written about the most secretive institution in the world h paul jeffers
is the author of the bilderberg conspiracy freemasons inside the world s oldest secret society and freemasons in america
inside the secret society among fifty other books he has appeared on c span fox news and the history channel

Dark History of the Popes 2009
sacred blood the vatican assassin is a titillating tale of passion and intrigue that spans the centuries as the link between the
confessional letters of an assassin to popes julius ii and leo x and a modern day murder mystery gradually comes to light
light unveiling the many layers of rome s hidden secrets the intertwining story lines tell of historical researcher anthony
hibbert who is invited to rome to study antique manuscripts at the vatican library secret archives and federigo dottore
whose letters are stashed haphazardly within the records while working to piece together federigo s captivating story
anthony finds himself swept up in the murder investigation the leader of a social media global campaign for more vatican
transparency and inescapably attracted to the beautiful akemi morishima the ceo of the cybersecurity company working for
the vatican when a series of erotic drawings by the renaissance artist raphael are discovered the news is sure to rock the art
world but their importance increases all the more when the faded writing on the back is determined to contain part of
federigo s narrative a sensuous journey through rome s most safely guarded secrets sacred blood brings the vatican
historical thriller genre to new heights
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Dark Mysteries of The Vatican 2010-02-01
the archbishop of new york fell down dead michael manning was the sixth cardinal among the international catholic clergy to
die under violent and suspicious circumstances somebody is killing cardinals but what is going on and why with the latest
death the vatican is forced to act the church pulls nate condon a young new york attorney into the investigation as the
history of the crimes unfolds we are drawn inside the magnificent city of rome her ancient secrets and the most privileged
inner sanctums of the catholic hierarchy in the midst of nate s investigation more tragedy befalls the church the pope dies a
vatican cardinal commits suicide and the mafia murders nate s primary contact a self loathing gay monsignor who is knee
deep in scandal soon after an american cardinal determined to change the corruption deep within the church is elected as
the new pope will he be able to narrow the divide that is destroying everything he holds dear or will the schism that
separates the church win out strange gods was written by two priests with firsthand knowledge of the degree to which the
church will go to cover up financial corruption abuse of power sexual scandal and evil with an eye on the holiness and grace
of ordinary people who keep the church alive and want to change her future strange gods promises is an exciting engaging
and thought provoking read

Sacred Blood 2016-03-04
winner of the edgar award the riveting account of an audacious fraud scheme that stretched from a mafia hangout on the
lower east side to the vatican with a round open face and a penchant for tall tales matteo de lorenzo resembled everyone s
kindly uncle but uncle marty as he was known throughout the genovese crime family was one of the new york mob s top
earners throughout the 1960s and 70s the mastermind of a billion dollar trade in stolen and counterfeit securities in the
spring of 1972 de lorenzo and his shrewd and ruthless business partner vincent rizzo traveled to europe to discuss a plan to
launder millions of dollars worth of phony securities shockingly the plot involved archbishop paul marcinkus the scandal
plagued president of the vatican bank unbeknownst to de lorenzo and rizzo however the nypd was already on the case
thanks to the crusading work of det joseph coffey coffey the legendary new york policeman who investigated the lufthansa
heist and took the son of sam s confession first learned of the scheme in a wiretap related to the attempted mob takeover of
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the playboy club in manhattan from those unlikely beginnings detective coffey worked tirelessly to trace the fraudulent
stocks and bonds around the world and deep into the corridors of power in washington dc and rome meticulously researched
and relentlessly gripping the vatican connection is a true story of corruption and deceit packed with all the ingredients of a
thriller san francisco chronicle

Strange Gods 2016-02-02
the first in the acclaimed nic costa series no author has ever brought rome so alive for me nor made it seem so sinister peter
james david hewson s rome is dark and tantalizing seductive and dangerous a place where present day crimes ring with the
echoes of history tess gerritsen hewson keeps the reader guessing relentlessly tightening the suspense until the end daily
telegraph there s no rest for the wicked while rome is sweltering in the height of summer a serial killer is on the loose sara
farnese is working in the vatican library when a man bursts in intent on showing her the contents of his bloodied bag until a
guard shoots him but why was the man targeting sara determined to find answers sara s path crosses with the young up and
coming roman detective nic costa he s determined to track down the dangerous killer behind this bizarre and brutal murder
and to protect sara from becoming the next victim

The Vatican Connection 2016-08-09
a model of investigatory journalism and a small masterpiece of the genre anthony burgess on the eve of september 28 1978
john paul i died unexpectedly apparently of a heart attack after a reign of only 33 days but within the vatican there were
serious disagreements about the time of death who found the body and the true state of the pope s health prior to his death
these arguments led to rumors of foul play and conspiracy variously involving the kgb the freemasons crooked financiers
and vatican officials in 1987 the vatican invited new york times bestselling author john cornwell to conduct a new
independent investigation into the true circumstances of the pope s death in a thief in the night life and death in the vatican
cornwell tells the story of his search including a startling theory about pope paul i s untimely demise and a chilling and
unprecedented look inside one of the world s oldest most secretive institutions as brilliantly written as a prize winning
mystery story andrew greeley brilliant this marvelous and compelling investigation has a terrible ring of truth the times
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london

A Season for the Dead 2020-01-02
during a visit to the holy city of malacandra bernice roberta perchance learns that a sect of clerics wants to reform the
church on her return she writes a story about two detectives who must forge a semblance of a team overcome
insurmountable odds and stop an assassination plot

A Thief in the Night 2001-05-01
arthur s turberville details the vatican s doctrine underlying the violent roman inquisition which was used to suppress all
opponents to the roman catholic church s well established religion this book is not a detailed history of the inquisition but
rather an excellent survey of literature on the church s doctrines on this practice

Vatican Murder 2012-03-01
conspiracy intrigue deceit and murder in the holiest of sanctuaries result from man s ultimate fall thou shall not covet the
vatican s vault is based on religious and historical events that portray the fierce enmity within the catholic church emanating
from the challenge of modernity versus tradition the novel traces an early nineteenth century secret italian document the
permanent instruction of the alta vendita that maps out a generational blueprint to overthrow the hierarchy of the catholic
church the story takes place during the final phase of this conspiracy at a time when the church is most vulnerable following
the deadly sins of child molestation the redefining of family and marriage and the attempt to overthrow theological rigidity
and conservatism new york medical examiner and detective dr jeffrey moss fresh from solving the mystery of the milton
manuscript urim 2014 leads the investigation of a young priest murdered at 452 madison avenue the official residence of
the archbishop of new york at autopsy the examination reveals three gold pieces ingeniously hidden two of which were
designed for pope clement vii by benvenuto cellini the great italian renaissance artist and the third a diadem originating
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from the earliest days of the israelites in egypt together with the brilliant archeologist daniella teller the duo delve into
ancient biblical texts jewish and christian history the deepest secrets of the masonic brotherhood and the internal strife
within today s vatican to pursue the murderer the plot turns to terror including the attempted murder of the pope himself as
jeff and daniella probe the secrets of the vatican s vault that uncovers a conspiracy to destroy the church and its papacy

Medieval Heresy and the Inquisition 2016-12-13
the catholic church is under attack following the death of a priest in the scottish highlands cardinal conquezla head of the
order of vatican knights suspects the murder is no ordinary attack when a wildlife film crew is slaughtered in africa the
evidence points to a more sinister plot in new york felix masterson is coerced and forced into an alliance with the sinister
kronos who claims to be a loyal servant of the devil with cities across the world falling victim to the attack of demons wraiths
and the forces of evil as the devil lucifer plans to wage war on the church the whole world is at risk fr peter morgan a
member of the vatican knights fights to get back to rome but with the devil creating a foothold on earth and on the doorstep
of the vatican can he save the church he loves

Murder in the Museo Kircheriano 2024-03-05
3 novels in 1 book a vampire in the vatican luciano martinelli is 52 years old and an inspector in the vatican city police it s
been an easy life for him until one day he investigates 5 murders all taking place inside the vatican this starts his journey
into a world of evil and deceit of pagan rituals and murder as luck or divine intervention has it an ancient parchment guides
him to the final solution but 1 piece of information is missing will martinelli be able to work it out to end the threat of
armageddon nun with a gun detective inspector martinelli decides to take a vacation after his encounters with the vatican
he leaves home and flies to munich always hoping to meet a knight of christ and maybe a few royal vampires spirits rising
from the grave and a nazi connection has martinelli baffled until he discovers it revolves around missing nazi gold martinelli
discovers a deadly secret going back to 1942 everything changes when he finally gets to speak to sister maria and he s
surprised at her connection to what is going on in the village how will the inspector solve this intricate puzzle the aesinas
codex martinelli is summoned to the vatican 2 days after he returns from bavaria the pontiff is concerned that the aesinas
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codex an ancient text sought after by himmler and the gestapo during world war 2 has been hijacked from an armoured
truck while being transported to the vatican city martinelli is told that the satchel containing the codex included a separate
single page that had never been translated on the request of the brotherhood of the sword the inspector finds himself back
in germany as the newly formed fourth reich is suspected of the theft he finds himself captured by the fourth reich and is
surprised at what he finds his interest is sparked when he finds a vampire connection will martinelli eventually find the
codex will he discover why it was stolen

The Vatican's Vault 2019-02-18
only thirty three days after his election pope john paul i albino luciani died in strange circumstances almost immediately
rumours of a cover up began to circulate around the vatican in his researches david yallop uncovered an extraordinary story
behind the pope s death lay a dark and complex web of corruption within the church that involved the freemasons opus dei
and the mafia and the murder of the pope s banker roberto calvi when first published in 1984 in god s name was denounced
by the vatican yet became an award winning international bestseller in this new edition yallop brings the story up to date
and reveals new evidence that has been long buried concerning the truth behind the vatican cover up this is a classic work
of investigative writing whose revelations will continue to reverberate around the world

The Last Vatican Knight 2013-04-17
it is 2016 and pope francis leader of the world s 1 2 billion roman catholics is retiring due to ill health and all the world s
cardinals will be descending upon the sistine chapel for the conclave to elect a new pope when a string of gruesome
murders take place in and around the catacombs historic churches and homosexual hot spots of rome some fear the worst is
yet to come and the prophesy of st malachy may be taking place that pope francis the 212th pope will be the church s last
pope as clearly a madman is on the loose fearing a disaster and trying to avoid yet another media frenzy the vatican
secretly calls on detective vic gonnella to track down infamous pedophile serial killer john deegan before any leaks to the
media take place and their reputation further tainted vic uncovers however that deegan is also in ill health is john deegan
planning one final gift to the world does he go incognito as a cardinal a swiss guardsman and more importantly has he
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recruited and trained more people to continue his plan for justice after he dies

The Unusual Cases of Inspector Martinelli 2018-09-29
abandoned as a child and raised by the church young sebastian works tirelessly in his pursuit of priesthood but when a
shadowy hooded figure passes him a scroll his careful plans face a turning point it appears his name has drawn the attention
of the inquisition and his attendance is commanded at once for retribution information or something else he does not know
father heinrich institoris the grand inquisitor is lauded as a visionary man driven by a burning desire to cleanse the world of
eve s original sin by eradicating witches as inquisition courts bloom across europe he vows to leave no stone unturned no
hovel unexamined and no woman alive in his search for justice as the inquisitor s violent mission unfolds sebastian embarks
on a quest through dank crypts crumbling abbeys and the darkest depravities known to man torn between duty and love
when he encounters the beautiful pagan brigantia he fights to uncover the truth of his past abandonment the power of the
occult and just how far he ll go to protect the church he loves a church that is harboring deadly secrets inspired by true
historical figures and events in the 15th century the pope s butcher is not only a hair raising work of suspense and
espionage but an astonishing account of religion and the occult in the middle ages with an intriguing writing tone and a
talent to create suspense and mystery from true events joseph c gioconda delivers a shocking story of serial murders within
the catholic church in writing his latest book he has interviewed leading scholars in the u s and europe and hired
professional researchers to comb through newly discovered source material from germany and italy

In God's Name 2007
an investigation into the murder of pope john paul i

JUSTIFIED 2017-01-17
1889年 ロンドンのとある建物の一室で 周囲をキャンドルに囲まれ 喉を掻き切られた 美少年の惨殺死体が発見される 第1発見者は 時代の寵児 オスカー ワイルド 少年と知り合いであったワイルドは コナン ドイルの協力を
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得て 友人であるロバート シェラードとともに真相究明に乗り出す するとワイルドの周辺には怪しげな人影が出没し始め やがて奇妙なクラブの存在が浮かび上がる 絢爛と暗黒が渦巻く世紀末のロンドンを舞台に繰り広げられる 華
麗なるミステリ

The Pope's Butcher 2021-05-25
six famous or infamous if you prefer world war two generals have been murdered in six different countries leading to
separate quiet but intense investigations interpol is finally involved because the police in each country come to realize that
there has to be a connection but no one knows what that connection is once links seem plausible the mossad joins the
international police investigation and search and the greatest manhunt in history is launched spreading over four continents
and delving into secrets best left undisturbed

In God's Name 1984
recounts the brutal murder of a thirty nine year old catholic nun who was stabbed ninety two times by a young apprentice
monk and holy cross student a crime that resonated all the way to the vatican making it one of the most sensational and
controversial cases in florida history original

オスカー・ワイルドとキャンドルライト殺人事件 2010-06
murder in the vatican as the head of vatican security giovanni figlia must protect a new african pope who courts controversy
every other day the pope s latest project is to make pius xii hitler s pope a saint things haven t gotten better since the pope
employed american mercenary sean ryan then a body fell onto the vatican doorstep mercenaries spies beautiful women
international intrigue and ancient secrets the pius trilogy has it all from three time dragon award nominated author declan
finn
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The Third Revelation 2009
aldo moro s kidnapping and violent death in 1978 had much the same effect in italy as the assassination of president john f
kennedy had in the u s with both cases giving rise to endless conspiracy theories drake provides a detailed portrait of the
tragedy and its aftermath as complex symbols of a turbulent age in italian history

The Charlemagne Murders 2016-09-10
after the phenomenal success of the day after tomorrow allan folsom has created another dazzling thriller of heart stopping
action involving a chillingly credible int l conspiracy the addison brothers harry danny have been estranged for many years
but when danny calls from rome pleading for harry to get in touch his brother doesn t ignore him except it seems he is too
late as danny was on board a tourist bus which was blown apart by a bomb but when harry arrives in italy he is plunged into
a kafka esque nightmare discovering that his brother is accused of assassinating the cardinal vicar of rome and when he
dares to suggest that danny is still alive he finds that someone is willing to frame him for murder before he can start to clear
danny s name alone and vulnerable in a foreign country harry is sucked into the maelstrom of a conspiracy in the heart of
the vatican where men of god are using the devil s hand to further the influence of the catholic church a tense and
absorbing thriller

Murder at Holy Cross 2007

A Pius Man 2018-10-19
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The Aldo Moro Murder Case 1995

The Last Master 1998
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